
The number of boys in a family of four

The number of heads in a toss of four coins

The number of blue Unifix blocks in stacks of four blue or white Unifix blocks

The number of acceptable items among four products made by a machine that

makes half of its products correctly

The number of odd digits among any four digits in a randomly generated number

The Four-Color Problem

In 1852 a young Englishman wrote a letter to a student in London, asking if he could

find out whether four colors were enough to color any map without any two adjacent

countries having the same color. It is easy to see that the map below requires four

colors.
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using sheer knowledge, ability, caring, and incredible personal energy. In all these cases the

teachers provide a fertile learning environment.

Timing is crucial. Effective teachers (in the classroom and in the home) listen to their

students so they can understand where they are—on which Meadow they are now

functioning. Memorizing sums is much easier after you understand their purpose and

power. If you don’t understand the concept of 5, +, and 8, then 5 + 8 = 13 is meaningless

gibberish. You would rather memorize rhymes about the cat and the fiddle.

This is why children must be on the addition Meadow before memorizing addition facts.

Until then, they need more imaginative activities to entice them to explore simpler

Meadows and jump over Brooks. Once a child understands the purpose and power of

sums and differences, they are quickly memorized. If a child understands the concept of

plus and the addition facts, finding the number of marks in the pattern below is much faster

than by counting.

Most children in this country eventually arrive in the addition Meadow and then learn

their addition facts. The tragedy is that so many don’t move beyond. Too many U.S.
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and sets of tools. A particular set is whatever Daddy and Mommy say it is. If we

count the set of dishes on a table, that’s what we’re counting—because somebody

nearby decided it would be counted. Of course, children should be allowed to

decide what sets are worth counting too.

The point is that every set has exactly one number associated with it: the number

of objects in that set. For example, how many dishes are there in your family’s set of

dishes?

If your child counts correctly, fine. If your child says the correct number without

counting, better yet! At this stage you want to develop “number sense,” a feeling for

numbers independent of counting. If you have time, you may want to ask how she knew.

More practice: Make cards with dots or stars on them in standard arrangements, and

learn them by sight with your child. The arrangements on dice and dominoes are basic.

Can your child recognize these patterns without counting?

You don’t have to count to know that three is associated with triangles, waltzes, and

tricycles. Soon your child won’t either. Numbers have meaning apart from counting.
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include temperatures, holes in the sand, basements in a large building, and streets south of

Main Street. Adults find money owed a useful interpretation of negative numbers.

Practice: Investigate adding, subtracting, multiplying, and dividing negative numbers.

Meadow 11: Three is a motion of all numbers three units to the right along this

number line. It can be understood as a rigid motion of the line to the right. It can be written

y = x + 3 or f(x) = x + 3.

Meadow 11 A: Three is a motion taking all points three times as far from zero as

they originally were. It can be understood as stretching the number line away from zero: the

farther a point is from zero the farther it moves. It is written y — 3x or f(x) — 3x.

Practice: Interpret other simple algebraic expressions and equations as motions on or

of the number line.

In Meadows 12 and 12A relationships such as y = x + 3 or y = 3x are plotted on a

graph in two dimensions called the x-y plane. The horizontal axis is always x, and the

positive numbers go right—just because everyone else does it that way. The vertical axis is

the y-axis, and the positive numbers go up for the same reason. It’s nice to have

international unanimity on one issue. We humans all agree on this convention!
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to tell me that he was surprised at how many hexagons (six-sided figures) there are in real

life. His best story was about the local post office floor—a goldmine of hexagons.

“Hexagon! Hexagon! Hexagon!” Adam jumped from one glorious discovery to another.

His shrill two-year-old voice greatly amused the postal patrons who thought they had

come for prosaic transactions. What better messenger of mathematics than an enthusiastic

two-year-old?

Before long, Adam shouted “Hexagon!” at a stop sign. His parents looked thoughtfully

at the sign, and informed him it was an “octagon” (an eight-sided figure). A rueful father

told me a few weeks later that Adam could now distinguish between hexagons and

octagons faster than his parents. When they saw such shapes, they had to either count or

think, while Adam identified them correctly by immediate visual recognition.

A hexagon is a six-sided figure and an octagon is an eight-sided figure. A “regular”

figure has all sides and angles equal. Pattern Blocks include regular hexagons. A stop

sign is a regular octagon.
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multiplying by – 1 is seen as flipping to the opposite number with zero as the middle point.

Then to multiply by any negative number, just multiply by the positive “part” of the number

(the “absolute value”) and take its opposite. Using this approach, a negative times a

negative looks like a. positive because flipping over zero twice brings you back to where

you were.2

NOW AND LATER

Another linguistic pitfall for Spanish immigrants is that of “ahora.” In the Carribean islands

ahora means “now,” but in South America ahora means “later.” This distinction can have

serious consequences in word problems such as, “We are leaving now to drive 50 miles an

hour for three hours. How far from home are we ahora?” Any parent or teacher of

bilingual children needs to be sensitive to the possibility of linguistic treachery.3

Monolinguals have word hazards too. Chapter 4 traced how the meaning of a number

expands without losing its previous meanings. “Sesame Street” teaches little children math

words such as “above,” “below,” “inside,” and “outside.” In Chapter 10, we will explore

the slippery meanings of “minus,” “area,” and “fraction.” We now turn to some other words

that befuddle many monolinguals.
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of bread, how many pieces of bread are needed for three children?” The arithmetic is easy,

but the math requires understanding the word “each.”

MANY AND MUCH

Some students confuse “many” and “much.” “Many” is used when we are counting;

mathematicians say the math is “discrete.” “Much” can be used to measure length, or what

mathematicians call a “continuous” variable. Examples are better than explanations:

How many pieces of paper? or How much paper?

How many pieces of bread? or How much bread?

How many yards of fabric? or How much fabric?

How many glasses of milk? or How much milk?

The distinction between “many” and “much” may be less essential than the meaning of

“between,” “each,” and “same,” but my experience suggests that people who misuse

“many” and “much” also have trouble with the underlying mathematics.

LESS, FEWER, AND MORE

Children have more trouble with “less” and “fewer” than they do with “more.” Perhaps it is

because there are two words instead of one. Perhaps it’s because “more” appears more in

advertising. The old card game War, described on page 67, teaches “more.” The

suggested card game Peace teaches “less.”
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To understand the difference between “less” and “fewer,” try:

Is there less water or milk? or Are there fewer ounces of water or milk?

Is there less silk or rayon? or Are there fewer yards of silk or rayon?

Is there less carpet or linoleum? or Are there fewer square yards of carpet or linoleum?

Is there less compost or lime? or Are there fewer bags of compost or lime?

In any of these questions, it would be correct to use “more” in place of either “less” or

“fewer.” In mathematical language, “less” modifies continuous quantities and “fewer”

modifies discrete quantities.

SQUARES AND RECTANGLES

The following two figures both have four sides and four right angles. Therefore, the

international mathematics community regards them both as rectangles. Everyone agrees

that the top one is a square.
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Is a square also a rectangle? Some books say, “No.” These books claim that a square is

not a rectangle. In my professional world, every square is a rectangle.

Language acquires meaning by convention. Words mean what we agree that they mean.

Unfortunately, people writing math texts haven’t agreed whether to consider a square a

rectangle or not.

What do I tell my children? “Be wary! Language is slippery!”

Same and Different

Perhaps the most basic mathematical word is “same.”
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After I had taught twenty weekly classes in a Newark first grade, the teacher and/or I spent ten minutes

alone with each child, asking the child questions and listening to their answers. The children loved the

individual attention and were surprised at the end when the teacher told them the sessions had been a test

and they had done very well.

The second to last problem was to tell the total number of dots on a card like the following. Gold dots are

symbolized by “g” and red dots by “r.” The children had never seen a card with so many dots, although

they had seen cards with 15, 20, and 25 dots grouped in fives.

To my delight, most of the children were able to say “forty” in May of first grade without counting. When I

asked them how they had done so, most told me they had counted by fives in their head: 5, 10, 15, 20, 25,

30, 35, 40. Thus they knew, without my seeing how, that the answer was forty.

About a third of the children told me they knew five and five were ten, so they counted by tens: 10, 20,

30, 40.

I was very pleased, almost smug. These were children who did not have a good grasp of the concept of

three when I had first visited the class the previous October. Now they were looking for patterns in a way

that led to new concepts efficiently.

Pride goeth before a fall. I then asked the children how many dots there were on a card like the following.

None knew.
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“What is the difference between the two cards?” I asked.

“They both come in fives.”

“That’s the same in both cards. What is different?”

“They both have red.”

“That’s the same. What is different?”

“They both have gold.”

“That’s the same. What is different?”

Only two of the children finally said that there were two extra dots in the middle of the second card,

although the others must have seen them there, too. The two cards were side by side. The children simply

didn’t comprehend the meaning of the word “different!” I couldn’t figure out how to teach them quickly.

(The two children who said that there were two new dots in the middle were not able to

use this information to say there were 42 dots. The concept of starting at 40 and adding

two was still beyond them. The teacher and I quickly remedied this once we realized the
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children needed to be taught.)

The problems with “same” are more than linguistic. Consider the corners of a door and

the tips of the fingers on your left hand (excluding your thumb). They are the same number

—four. However, the door looks very different from your hand. Sympathize with your

poor child when you say they are the same!

Indeed, when your child perceives the sameness of two eyes, two ears, and two

cookies, it is no mean feat. “Number sense” needs cultivation. In what sense are all of the

following patterns the “same”? If you know immediately, that is because you already have

“number sence.”4

TEACHING SAME AND DIFFERENT

We start by making statements using the words we want to teach. When we think the child

understands the meaning of “same” and “different,” we can ask, “How are these two toys

the same? How are they different?” Be sure to use only teaching questions or play quiz

questions, in the vocabulary of the chapter on “Tending the Garden.” Try to enjoy the

repetition yourself. People don’t learn immediately. That’s why children have parents.

How are those two doors the same? They are both brown. They are both rectangles.
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How are those two doors different? One has a window in it and the other doesn’t. One goes to the hall

and the other to the closet.

Mathematics is full of opportunities to explore “same” and “different” with your child.

The two rectangles below are the same because they have the same shape. They are

different because they have a different size. The top one has twice the perimeter (distance

around the edge) as the bottom one. The top one has four times the area of the bottom

one. (see pp. 117–19 for a discussion of “area”). It will take four of the smaller rectangles

to cover the bigger one, but each side of the bigger rectangle is only twice the length of the

corresponding side of the smaller one, so its perimeter is only twice the perimeter of the

smaller rectangle.

The two rectangles below are the same because they have the same area. (If you

carefully split the top one horizontally and put the pieces side by side, you will get the
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bottom one.) They are different because they have different shapes and different

perimeters.

Some people may legitimately object to my calling these two rectangles the “same.” It

depends on the meaning of “same”—which is different in different contexts! For example,

are the following two rectangles the same?
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Yes, because they have the same shape, area, and perimeter.

No, because they are in different places!

Can anything be the same as anything else? Isn’t everything the same as only itself?

Things in different places are different in position! Pity the poor children trying to figure out

the meaning of basic mathematical words.5

SAME OR DIFFERENT? FRACTIONS, DECIMALS, AND PERCENTAGES

Often when teaching either children or adults, I am asked whether a “different” answer is

also right, and I respond by saying, “I see those two answers as the same. You are merely
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If your child divides seven by two, and asks about 3.5, your challenge is harder.

You might take seven straight pretzels and suggest that your child split them fairly

between two people. You might ask where the halfway point is to stop and rest if you

were going to walk seven blocks. Or you might draw a picture:

These suggestions, however, give your child only a glimpse of the concept of three

and a half. Why “.5?” Depending on what Meadow your child is in, you might talk

about tenths, dividing something into ten parts, and showing that 5/10 is half of a

whole. If your child knows about place value, you could talk about going backward

from the hundreds place to the tens place to the ones place to the tenths place. Your

child’s comprehension may be fuzzy, but it doesn’t matter too much. It isn’t your job

to judge your child, just to answer questions to the best of your ability.

If your child keeps prodding, you might (1) keep trying until you run out of time,

(2) ask for a reprieve until tomorrow (and try to think of a better explanation
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Algebra is not customary in U.S. elementary schools, but it is creeping in. Stevenson

and Stigler’s observers in Japan saw fourth graders happily chewing up such problems as,

“If a class has 38 children and six more boys than girls, how many boys are there in the

class?”6 Just because you didn’t have an opportunity to consider such problems until high

school doesn’t mean your child must be similarly deprived.

Work or Play? What Should a Family Try to Accomplish?

Parental support is essential, but what does that mean? If your child brings home math

games from school as family homework, of course you will try to make time to play. You

will try to use conversation, vocabulary, and problem-solving that encourages mathematics.

At home math should be fun. The teacher may dub math “work” at school, but at home

it can be play. Math can masquerade as either work or play. Sometimes it’s both at once.

Following directions is essential for school math. At home directions can be either work

or play. While sometimes you need your child to follow directions, at other times you might

ask playfully, “Can you draw a green circle above a red rectangle?” To make it a real
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For a moment, ignore the numbers. Can you see the patterns in these pictures?

In the left picture, there is a large square of three dots in each of three rows. We call this

“three squared,” which is written 32 (and equals 3 × 3). Three squared equals nine. Among

these dots, there is another square with two dots on a side or “two squared,” which is

written 22 (and equals 2 × 2). Two squared equals four. Adding nine and four, we get

thirteen—and a special insight into 13.

In the right picture, there are three rows, one for each of the addends in the sum. The

top row shows 32, or nine, in a different pattern from the pattern on the left. The second

row shows 31 = 3 and the bottom row 30 = 1.

Can you and your child recognize quickly the number of dots in the following patterns?

Talk about how many different ways you can use to see the answer.
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Apparently, some birds and insects have number sense, although they surely can’t count.
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for new mathematical understanding. Harnessing children to takeaway deprives them of the

vision needed for Leaping. Artificially separating the meanings of subtraction creates

unnecessary barriers. Children need to learn four uses of subtraction simultaneously. Slip all

four into your conversation:

Missing addend: If I have three cookies now, how many do I need to have five

cookies?

Takeaway: If I have five cookies, how many do I have if I give three away?

Difference: If Johnny has three cookies and Mary has five, what is the difference

between the number of cookies they have? (We don’t necessarily expect Johnny to get the

same number as Mary or Mary to give some of hers to Johnny.)

Motion: If the joggers went five kilometers in one direction, turned around, and jogged

three kilometers back along the same trail, how far are they from their starting point?
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you can travel only along one line when you measure length.

Area measures two-dimensional things; we might say these things have both length and

width. Or we might say they have length in two dimensions, one of which we choose to call

“width.” For beginners, it sounds confusing. For the rest of us, it’s just the words that are

confusing.

Areas themselves are not confusing in their simplest form. If      is one centimeter long,

then is 1 square centimeter. We can count how many squares there are in a figure. For

example, the following rectangles each have an area of 6 square centimeters.

You can see that they are 3 centimeters wide and 2 centimeters high. In this case, the

width and height are the two lengths. You multiply them (each is measured in centimeters)

to get the rectangle’s area (in square centimeters).
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Let’s do it again. The following rectangle is 12 square centimeters, because it is 4

centimeters wide and 3 centimeters high.

Eventually, you see that to get the area of any rectangle, you multiply. You can make

rectangles with your children and have them find the areas. Of course, it becomes much

harder if you leave the rectangles empty, so your child has to imagine the squares inside.

Children enjoy using their imaginations. A “visual” child needs rectangles even more than a

“left brained” child, but all children need to understand the relationship between rectangles

and multiplication. Most find rectangles helpful and entertaining when memorizing times

tables.

If you know how to find the area of any rectangle and any triangle, you can find the area

of any two-dimensional figure with straight sides by cutting up the figure and adding its

parts to find the total area. Thus, being able to find the area of a triangle is a basic
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geometry skill. I well remember my mother teaching it to me when I was in second grade.

Take any triangle:

Wrap a rectangle around it. If you split the triangle down the middle, you can see that

the rectangle has exactly twice the area of the triangle! In other words, any triangle has half

the area of an enclosing rectangle. This always works. For obtuse triangles (those with an

angle that is bigger than a right angle), you have to be clever in placing the rectangle around

the triangle, but it still works. Drop the “altitude” from the vertex of the obtuse angle.
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You and your child can have fun enclosing triangles in rectangles. Take turns making

triangles for each other and drawing the enclosing rectangle. Then you and your child can

have fun finding the areas of both rectangles and triangles. Try making up problems for

each other using more complicated figures.

An understanding of the basic properties of multiplication follows from interpreting

multiplication as rectangles.6 For example, the Commutative Law is the property of

multiplication that can be written a × b = b × a for any numbers a and b. Often by itself,

this law leaves people cold. It is easier to “see” geometrically. When you turn a rectangle

on its side, the area is unchanged.

When? No later than third grade.7
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up. Yes, fractions can describe a part of something. For example, the fraction ? can

represent what you get when you divide something into three parts and take two of them:

Two thirds can also be thought of as two things divided into three equal parts. An easy

way to see that it’s the same as the previous diagram is to divide each of the two things into

three parts and select one third from each.

Laura and Mary were five- and six-year-old sisters in Little House in the Big Woods.9 A neighbor they

visited gave them each a cookie to take home. Laura and Mary each decided to save half of her cookie for

their little sister at home. When they got home, Carrie had two halves. This seemed unfair to Laura and

Mary, but they couldn’t figure out what to do.
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FRACTIONS AS NUMBERS ON THE NUMBER LINE

Just as you can visualize whole numbers as hanging on the number line (in Meadows 7 and

10 of Chapter 4), you can see fractions as living between the whole numbers on the

number line. Just a few are shown below.

One odd thing about the fractions is that between any two fractions is another fraction!

Your child and you may discuss that fact long and hard if one of you brings it up. There are

indeed plenty of fractions!

FRACTIONS AS PROBABILITY

If you toss a die (singular of dice), you have a two thirds probability of getting a number

that is three or larger. There are six equally likely possibilities: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6. Of

these, four (3, 4, 5, and 6) are 3 or larger. Thus you have 4/6 = ⅔ probability of getting

three or larger. Fractions can be probabilities. This is a different meaning than “a part of

something or a part of a group.”
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Knowing about rectangles is extremely useful for understanding proportions because

any proportion can be visualized as two rectangles that are the same shape but different

sizes. Looking at it another way, you can think of stretching and/or shrinking one rectangle

that keeps its shape but changes its size.

FRACTIONS AS DIVISION

Just as ⅔ can be interpreted as two things divided into three parts, an arbitrary fraction

“m/n” can be interpreted as “m” things divided into “n” parts. In other words, a fraction

can be interpreted as a division problem. In algebra, division problems are usually written

as fractions. Thus, it is helpful for children to think about the relationship between fractions

and division early.

The ratio of nutrients in food or soil and of pollutants in many items is critical to
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understanding human health and environmental issues. Fractions as division and

proportions are fundamental to these momentous matters of human survival. For example,

if only organic matter can burn, if municipal waste is about one tenth inorganic matter (after

glass and cans are removed), and if we burn half of the waste away, then the residue will

be about one fifth inorganic matter. The figure below shows how this works. It is a diagram

of a stick where one tenth of the stick is inorganic. If we burn away the half on the right,

one fifth of what is left is inorganic. Thus the fraction of inorganic matter grows as we burn

away organic matter. The particular numbers may vary, but the basic principle stands:

burning anything concentrates the unburnables.

A very competent lawyer specializing in sludge told me that he couldn’t understand the math involved in

my question about heavy metals becoming more concentrated if water is removed from sewage. If a certain

fraction of raw sewage is heavy metals, it seems obvious to me that if water (only) is removed, the resulting

sludge will have a larger fraction of metals than the original sewage. The lawyer said he couldn’t follow that

math, although I used my best teaching skills to help him.

It is truly frightening that people who don’t understand fractions as ratios and

proportions are making far-reaching legal decisions about our environment. The same can

be said about sharing economic resources, deciding on medical treatments, and

reconstructing traffic accidents. Our country needs serious remedial work with adults.
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Encourage your child to measure anything and everything. Then talk to each other about

the discoveries. Two good openings for parents are “I wonder if . . .” and “Can you tell me

about. ...”

When teaching multiplication with base ten blocks, I start by having my students make a

14 from one “long” (which is ten units attached in a row) and four units. Then they put

three of these side by side to see 3 × 14. It is easy to see (literally!) the answer from base

ten blocks. Then we try 22 × 13, which most pairs of students can do in five or ten minutes

with base ten blocks. (Individuals often become frustrated and give up.) It’s fascinating to

compare the resulting rectangle with the “long multiplication” of traditional elementary

school. Areas of rectangles make multiplication much more understandable. For example,

try showing that (a + b) (c + d) = ac + ad 4- be + bd, when a, b, c, and d are any

numbers, by using a sketch of rectangles.
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Then another child suggested we find where ⅓ fits. Again, some suggested placement around 5 and

around 3, but soon we were into the 0–1 interval. Where it should be in relation to ⅓ took a long discussion.

I folded paper into thirds and fifths and asked the children to compare the sizes and remember how relative

size corresponds to placement on the line.

After we placed ⅓ and 2/5, a smart-aleck suggested 6/15. Some children thought it was too big to fit on

the line. After much discussion and folding of paper, they became convinced it belonged on the same spot as

2/5. Apparently reducing fractions had never been explained to them as finding a new name for the same

number.

The language of “reducing” fractions is especially unfortunate. The size of the fraction is

not affected by “reducing it”—only the size of the numbers used to represent it. The

numbers 2/5 and 6/15 are exactly the same size; they represent the same point on the

number line. To “reduce” 6/15 is only to refer to it by a more familiar, friendly name. How

different from the struggle of “reducing” a person’s weight! How much does the emotional

content of this inappropriate word interfere with children’s learning to “reduce” fractions?
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If your child’s teacher introduces larger numbers, “skip-counting” by twos, fives, tens,

and threes is another appropriate way to teach multiplication.

Make sure your child plays enough games to recognize the number of dots on dominoes

and dice. The following patterns below are also useful:

Dr. James Callahan, a math leader in Vermont, believes that children in first grade should

study math concepts using numbers less than ten. He urges that the complexities of writing

numbers larger than nine should be postponed until second grade. He wants first graders to

really explore subtraction, multiplication, division, geometry, and fractions with small

numbers. This approach is viable, but most first grade curricula include larger numbers. If

they do, your child should (for example) recognize how many dots there are in the

following pattern:
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First grade should be a time of exploring problems from many points of view. Alas, the

research of Thomas Carpenter and James Moser at the University of Wisconsin shows that

in many settings, children were better problem solvers at the beginning of first grade than

the end.10 This won’t do! And it isn’t necessary. If this is happening in your child’s school,

you need to be actively preserving your child’s problem-solving ability—while considering

what can be done to change the system.

Get even more puzzle, riddle, and game books. Your local library should have an

abundant supply; if not, ask the library to buy some. Ask questions and pay close attention

to any questions your child poses. Retaining your child’s native creativity is vital in first

grade. If you are home-schooling, use games and manipulatives from the fine catalogs

listed in Appendix C.

If your child is learning math through manipulatives, problem solving, and extended

conversation, count your blessings and praise your teacher and principal profusely! Don’t

take your good fortune for granted or it may disappear.

The Cognitively Guided Instruction (CGI) team of Elizabeth Fennema and Tom

Carpenter in Madison, Wisconsin, has observed that first graders will concentrate on long,
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even six twos? Many U.S. children today actually learn place value in fourth grade, but that

is unnecessarily late (and, therefore, hard on egos). If schools taught multiplication of small

numbers using rectangles in first grade or early second grade, most children would be able

to learn place value later in second grade.

Second graders enjoy contemplating negative numbers, multiplication, and division.

These topics (at least multiplication) should be taught before “carrying and borrowing,” or

“regrouping,” or “renaming,” or whatever it is called this year. Then this (whatever-it-is-

called) concept is easy to learn without much drill if children understand the underlying

ideas. Traditionally, too much of second grade drills on this (name-changing) topic. Home-

schoolers should follow an intellectually appropriate order so their children understand

each topic before drilling on it.

Second graders also enjoy interpreting addition and subtraction using the number line.

They should begin using rulers. They can learn where ½, ⅓, ⅔, ¼, and ¾ A live on the

number line.

Introduce symmetry and use it to explore simple fractions. Connect money (quarter and

half dollar) and time (half hour and quarter hours) to fractional concepts. Name simple

fractions using pieces of pizza, cake, or pie. Children learn all of these topics more easily

by using rulers, measuring tapes, number lines, and a balance scale. Balance scales are
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COMMUTATIVE “LAWS”

Children notice the following sums are equal, perhaps using blocks or rods.

They may notice that if we call any two numbers “y” and “z,” then,

y + z = z + y

This is called the “Commutative Law of Addition.” The word “commutative” comes

from the same root as “commute,” going back and forth.

As noted on page 138, young children can see that two threes are six by looking

horizontally at the rows below. Looking vertically at the columns, they see that three twos

are also six.
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Similarly, from the following picture, they can see that three fours is the same as four

threes.

Eventually, a child sees that for any two numbers, called y and z,

y × z = z × y

This is called the “Commutative Law of Multiplication.”

ASSOCIATIVE “LAWS”

Similarly, children may also notice the following pattern, while using blocks or rods to add

three numbers at a time.

Adding 5 + 3 + 7 can be pictured  which can be added
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either

In general, we can write this fact (w + y) + z = w + (y + z) and we call it the “Associative

Law of Addition.”

To teach the Associative Law of Multiplication, you need three dimensions. Old

fashioned blocks will do, preferably in the shape of cubes. Better yet are multilinks, snap

cubes, or centimeter cubes. Have your child make solid three-dimensional “boxes” (or

“rectangular prisms”) such as the one below and figure out how many cubes are in the

solid.
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After children have played with these, they often recognize that they can find the number

of cubes by multiplying each of the three sides, and it doesn’t matter how you group the

multiplication. For the above figure, we have (3 × 4) × 2 = 3 × (4 × 2). In general

(w × y) × z = w × (y × z)

is the Associative Law of Multiplication

DISTRIBUTIVE “LAW”

The “Distributive Law” connects addition and multiplication. Suppose, for example, we

want to compute (3 × 2) + (3 × 5). We can think of this as
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Since there are the same number (three) of twos as fives, we can rearrange these two

rectangles into a single rectangle:

This gives us an easier way (or at least another way) of doing the original problem: (3 ×

2) + (3 × 5) = 6 + 15 = 21 can be computed 3 × (2 + 5) = 3 × 7 = 21.

You may also want to review the explanation of the Distributive Law on page 130 under
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country’s ignorance about the breadth of what mathematicians do.

The mathematical education of children is rightly the joint responsibility of parents (and

others who take a personal interest in children), educators, and mathematicians. The three

groups must collaborate if sound decisions are to be made. Allowing professional

educators to determine what teachers and children learn is like allowing nurses to

determine what doctors are taught in medical school. Yes, nurses and teachers deliver

invaluable, underpaid services that our lives depend upon. Because they are so

overworked and underpaid, however, they rarely have time to scan the mountain tops.

Our schools must reconnect with those who have the time and background to

contemplate intellectual vistas. Mathematicians, educators, and parents must converse

together. Our children’s future depends upon it.5

MATH FOR THE FUTURE

This country needs new dreams. It needs some drastic changes, as almost everyone will

admit, and change isn’t easy. In particular, we need alternatives to our cultural veneration

of physical objects. One alternative is math. Math can be done alone, or it can be a
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